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Disconnected dots?: A systematic review of governance
challenges for natural resource management
Abstract
As concerns for the ongoing and increasing degradation of the natural environment
worldwide, have increased the impetus for action, and development of governance
arrangements to support natural resource management. Despite this, issues around
governance remain a significant challenge to the success of natural resource
management. This study reports the findings of a systematic literature review of 240
papers to better understand how governance challenges manifest spatially, how they
change over time, and identify key priority areas for strategic governance reform. This
paper reveals that the capacity of natural resource management governance systems
internationally is most limited by factors that limit connectivity and collaboration
between stakeholders in decision-making processes, and the alignment of vision and
objectives across institutions. The paper shows clear spatial disparities and temporal
changes in the number of studies and governance challenges of natural resource
management identified in developing and developed countries.
Keywords: natural resource management, governance, environmental governance,
environmental outcomes, governance challenges, environmental management
1.0 Introduction
In recent decades, governance has increasingly been identified by scholars and
practitioners as a lynchpin in the success of natural resource management. Indeed,
recognising the widespread failures of historic top-down', technocratic and generally
government-led management practices, in the last two decades many management
groups and governments have adopted more participatory, collaborative, and polycentric
governance arrangements (Bixler, 2014; Marcus & Onjala, 2008; Njaya, 2007; Robins,
2008; Yeboah-Assiamah et al., 2017). This radical shift in governance paradigms has
involved significant experimentation with novel approaches to decision-making, with
varying levels of success and influence on outcomes in social-ecological systems (Ison et
al., 2015; McFadgen & Huitema, 2017; Mitchell et al., 2014). This shift in paradigm also
spurred significant discussion surrounding what exactly constitutes best practice or
good governance for natural resource management. Empirical studies reveal that the
reality of achieving such principles in practice, however, remains a significant challenge
to the success of natural resource management planning and implementation activities
(Dale et al., 2016; Kuzdas et al., 2015; Petursson & Vedeld, 2017; Waylen et al., 2018).
Where environmental degradation continues, despite significant investment
internationally in novel approaches to achieving environmental objectives and onground actions, improving governance system functionality is critical to maintaining and
protecting the future of natural resources.
A plethora of governance challenges limits the capacity of natural resource management
governance systems to deliver their desired environmental, social, and economic
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outcomes across scales and increase the risk of governance system failure. In some cases,
there may only be a limited number of challenges limiting the capacity of governance
systems, more frequently, however, there are numerous interconnected governance
challenges preventing the governance system from succeeding in delivering its desired
outcomes. Governance challenges may include conflict between stakeholders (Schafer,
2016), lack of resources to undertake certain strategies (Scheba, 2017), absence of
political support for specific environmental strategies (Hill, 2013), or a lack of inclusion
or availability of indigenous knowledge for understanding natural systems (Chief et al.,
2016). While there has been a substantial focus on identifying and addressing these
governance challenges in recent decades, worldwide environmental degradation has
continued worldwide O Neill,
. This suggests that internationally, natural resource
governance systems are failing to adequately respond to environmental degradation and
governance challenges, limiting action to address such degradation.
There are a number of studies that identify and examine governance challenges in specific
natural resource management case studies. Such studies are somewhat piecemeal in their
focus on governance challenges in the context of a specific site, governance system, or
geographic area. While they are helpful in understanding the strengths and weaknesses
of individual case study governance systems, they are unable to provide insight into
governance challenges across multiple governance systems, or trends in natural resource
management governance challenges internationally. This study argues that the broader
spatial and temporal trends in governance challenges for natural resource management
systems require further examination. This paper explores natural resource management
governance challenges in the literature. Using a systematic quantitative literature review
methodology this study identifies key issues, knowledge gaps, whether governance
challenges are spatially influenced, and how they have evolved over time. The focus
questions of this research are: Are natural resource management governance challenges
geographically defined? And; how have governance challenges in natural resources
management evolved over time? Understanding the answers to these questions provides
practitioners and researchers with greater clarity surrounding where greater support
and investment of time, energy and other resources are most needed to improve
governance system functionality.
2.0 Governance and Natural Resource Management
Governance systems are defined as the networks of formal and informal processes,
interactions and arrangements through which decisions are made and outcomes
delivered (Davidson et al., 2006; Young, 1997). Governance can be seen as the means by
which social coordination occurs through one or multiple interactions, including selfregulation, deliberation, authoritative choice and negotiation (Bodin, 2017; Kemp &
Parto, 2005). Reflecting this, governance systems consist of broad and interrelated social,
environmental and economic silos that coexist and interact across scales and thus cannot
and should not be considered in isolation. Practice has shown us that these silos are
highly interconnected, demonstrating for example that environmental degradation may
be underpinned by social dysfunction or economic deficiencies (Dietz et al., 2009;
Fairhead & Leach, 1995; Mycoo et al., 2017; Rapport et al., 1998). Similarly, economic
prosperity may result in environmental degradation and social disengagement (Ghazoul
et al., 2010; Tamazian et al., 2009). Despite the widespread recognition of the
interconnectivity of these silos, governance research and analysis often focuses on silos
of management in isolation from each other (Failing et al., 2007; Raymond et al., 2010).
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Within the broader silo context there are a number of focus areas for policy and action,
including social or economic development, education, health, industry, or environmental
management. These focus areas involve specific groups of stakeholders or communities
of interest and tend to draw on a specific skill- and knowledge-set within that community.
They can occur across multiple spatial, temporal and political scales. The importance of
understanding the multiple scales at which governance plays out have been widely
emphasised in the governance and planning literature (Cash et al., 2006; Cash & Moser,
2000; Ostrom, 2012). The different spatial and temporal scales are complex and
interdependent. Governance systems playing out at one spatial scale are capable and in
fact likely to influence other governance sub-systems.
Managing natural resources can be challenging because ecological and social systems
involve a high degree of nonlinearity, uncertainty, interconnectivity, emergence, and
conflict (Brugnach et al., 2011). The governance systems responsible for managing
natural resource management issues are themselves also characterised as complex due
to their devolved structure, high diversity of stakeholders and interests included in
decision-making, and their interdependency across multiple governance silos (Failing et
al., 2007; Holley, 2014; Raymond et al., 2010).. In addition to diverse perspectives, there
are also disparities in the spread of resources, power and level of organisation among
stakeholders (Bouwen & Taillieu, 2004). Power relations between stakeholders can be
particularly influential on the success of natural resource management governance
arrangements (Armitage, 2005). There is strong support in the literature that successful
environmental management is the product of the collective, bottom-up action of
interregional actors, nested within government hierarchies (T. Morrison, 2007, p. 230).
However, such a governance system remains challenging to develop and maintain in
practice (Adams et al., 2017; Kabote & John, 2017), inhibiting the ability of such
governance systems to deliver improved environmental conditions.
3.0 Methodology
This research applied a systematic quantitative literature review methodology.
Systematic quantitative literature review methodologies use bibliometric and content
analysis of articles that meet a certain set of inclusion criteria and are drawn from
academic databases and search engines as a means of identifying gaps in the literature
and analysing trends in the literature (Pullin & Stewart, 2006). The methodology has
been widely applied in the health and medical disciplines (Mulrow, 1994), and more
recently has become increasingly common in the environmental studies literature
(Juerges & Hansjürgens, 2018; Vink et al., 2013). It is seen as a particularly strong and
unbiased methodology for identifying trends in the literature due to its use of a rigorous
a priori protocol and use of predefined criteria (Pullin & Stewart, 2006). A range of
databases of academic journal papers can be utilised to collect data for inclusion in a
systematic quantitative literature review, including Scopus, Web of Science, and Google
Scholar. Google Scholar was selected for use in this study due to its wider coverage of
journal papers in the social and political sciences that are not as comprehensively
indexed in the other two databases (Moed et al., 2016).
The Governance Systems Analysis framework developed by Dale et al. (2013a) and was
used to structure the search protocol, data analysis and explore the governance
challenges in natural resource management governance systems internationally. The
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framework has previously been applied to examine governance in a range of different
natural resource management case studies, such as the Great Barrier Reef (Dale et al.,
2013b), and Cape York Peninsula. Based on structural-functionalism, the Governance
Systems Analysis framework examines the structural and functional elements of
governance systems (Dale et al., 2013a).
A non-time limited Google Scholar search for English-language papers dating up to the
end of 2018 using Boolean search terms natural resource management AND
governance challenges resulted in 900 hits. These key search terms were selected to
focus on governance in natural resource management systems, without introducing bias
surrounding the kinds of governance challenges explored (e.g. availability of resources
or relationships between key stakeholders). To be included in this review, papers had to
meet four explicit criteria:
1. Focus on a case study of natural resource management
2. Identify at least one factor inhibiting governance governance challenges and
the governance system s capacity to deliver desired environmental outcomes.
This included studies that identified governance challenges as being either wholly,
or partially responsible for limiting the ability of the governance system to achieve
its desired environmental outcomes.)
3. Describe the point in the planning process that the governance challenges were
occurring.
4. The governance challenges had to occur largely within (rather than external to)
the governance system of reference.
The initial categories of governance challenges were drawn from those identified by Dale
et al. (2013a), and additional new categories were then included based on the analysis of
articles. The categories drawn from Dale et al (2013a) included challenges relating to the
governance system s decision-making capacity, connectivity between key stakeholders,
and the availability/application of different knowledge types in decision-making (Dale et
al., 2013a). The results were then further refined with the exclusion of conference papers,
books, book reviews, policy papers, and reports, as well as the removal of technical
scientific studies. This set of criteria resulted in a total of 240 articles. The content of the
papers was then analysed manually and then coded based on a number of criteria,
including
 bibliographical data (date of publication, location of the research, journal),
 the location and focus of case studies used in each paper,
 methodologies used to explore governance challenges,
 stage of the planning process the governance challenges were identified to occur
in (vision/objective setting, research, strategy development, implementation,
and/or monitoring), and;
 governance challenges identified.
The coded data was compiled in an excel database for analysis. Governance challenge
categories were tested and revised iteratively throughout the analysis to reflect
similarities and differences in categories.
4.0 Overview of studies and trends
Using the above methods, a total of 240 papers, from 114 academic journals were
identified as meeting the inclusion criteria. The most common journals for publication
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were Ecology and Society (12%), Society and Natural Resources (11%), and Marine Policy
(11%). All of the articles included in this research were published in interdisciplinary
journals, with varying emphasises on topics such as environmental economics, landscape
planning, climate change, marine and water resources, and environmental law. The
number of publications and diverse list of journals they are published in demonstrates
the wide breadth of interest in natural resource management governance issues.
The frequency of publications discussing the governance challenges of natural resource
management has increased steadily since 2003, with a particularly strong surge between
2013 and 2016 (Figure 1). This surge corresponds to international events that drew
attention to environmental issues and their governance systems, including the Rio+20
Summit in 2012, and COP16 in 2010 (Howes et al., 2017). The number of publications
dropped slightly in 2017, before trending upwards again in 2018.
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Figure 1: Number of journal papers published on 'natural resource management'
and 'governance challenges between 2003 and 2018
4.1 Geographic distribution trends in natural resource management
governance research
The geographic distribution and frequency of governance challenges is highly varied
relative to the spatial, political and cultural characteristics of planning systems
internationally. Reflecting this plurality, the literature has largely focussed on comparing
natural resource management and governance challenges in natural resource
management regimes across multiple countries (22%), with fewer studies from North
America (19%), Australia (17%), Africa (16%), and Asia (14%) (Figure 2). Research
examining case studies in Europe (6%), and South America (6%) was also limited. In the
15-year period this study drew papers from, there was a significant shift in the
geographical origins of research exploring governance challenges in natural resource
management. In 2003-2007 studies from Australian authors made up 44% of all papers
(4 of 9 papers), by 2013-2018 this had dropped to 15% (28 of 185 papers). Congruently,
North America was the source of only 11% (1 of 9 papers) in 2003-2007 and had doubled
as the origin of 20% of all papers published on the topic in 2013-2018 (37 of 185 papers).
Over the same 15-year period, case study locations varied somewhat, with increases in
5

the number of case studies located in the North and South Americas (9% increases), and
declines in Asia (9% decline), Europe (7% decline), Australia (7% decline), and Africa
(6% decline). The number of papers examining multiple countries remained stable, with
little change between 2003-2018.
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of case study locations
Governance challenges were discussed in the research in the context of a wide variety of
natural resources. Water bodies and rivers (24%) were the most commonly discussed
case studies, with slightly fewer studies looking at governance challenges in forestry
(18%), marine or coastal areas (13%), or natural resources generally (10%) (Figure 3).
A lower number of studies were focussed on areas with more defined boundaries or
resource types such as fisheries (7%), national parks (5%), and catchments (5%). There
was also a dearth of studies looking at governance challenges surrounding agriculture
(3%), managing pests and weeds (1%), and extractive resources (2%). While the majority
of these remained fairly similar in their percentage of total publications between 2003
and 2018, some shifts were evident (Table 1). For example, research examining
governance challenges fisheries reduced significantly from 22% in 2003-2007 to 6% in
2013-2018. Forestry increased moderately from 11% in 2003-2007 to 22% in 20132018 (Table 1). The prevalence of studies examining governance challenges in managing
national parks has declined since 2003 by 6%.
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Figure 3: Natural resources examined in case study research

Table 1: Natural resources examined in articles 2003-2018
Landscape/Catchment
Marine/Coastal area
Fisheries
Forestry
National park/conservation area
Natural resources generally
Water bodies and rivers
Extractive resources
Agriculture

2003-2007
2008-2012
2013-2018
11%
2%
9%
11%
15%
13%
22%
15%
6%
11%
15%
22%
11%
8%
5%
11%
15%
14%
22%
25%
25%
0%
4%
2%
0%
2%
4%

The natural resource management systems in which governance challenges were studied
in the research also varied spatially (Table 2). Of note, case studies in Australia were
found to more frequently discuss governance challenges in broader interconnected
systems of decision-making (35%), rather than those pertaining to a specific resource
type. The majority of European case studies explored governance challenges surrounding
the management of water bodies and rivers (40%). However, European case studies also
constituted the greatest percentage of papers across continents exploring governance
issues relating to the planning and management of natural resources in national parks
and conservation areas (27%). Table 2 and the above suggest that governance challenges
are likely geographically defined, not only as a result of their physical location, but also
the political and cultural values associated with certain natural assets in decision-making
and political processes.

Table 2: Spatial distribution of natural resources discussed in articles
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4.2 Governance challenges in the research
The governance challenges discussed in the literature can be broadly separated into five
categories, based on the step of the planning and management process that they occur
within (Dale et al., 2013b). Approximately 39% of all of the publications examined in this
study raised implementation as the policy phase in which governance challenges were
inhibiting their success. Significantly fewer identified governance challenges as occurring
in the vision and objective setting phase (19%) or the strategy development phase (31%).
Monitoring and evaluation (6%) and research and analysis (6%) were the least likely
steps for governance challenges to be identified as inhibiting the capacity of governance
systems to manage natural resources.
The publications reviewed in this study described a multitude of governance challenges
that inhibit the ability of governance systems to manage natural resources effectively and
deliver their desired management outcomes (Table 3). As shown in Table 3, the three
most commonly identified governance challenges were all related to connectivity within
governance systems. They include a lack of alignment of vision and objectives across
institutions (79%), connectivity of stakeholders to decision-making (65%), and inadequate
or missing collaborative policy-making frameworks (60%). On the other hand, very few
papers identified or explored governance challenges surrounding knowledge,
particularly limitations in the use of indigenous knowledge (5%), the availability of
decision-support tools (5%), and knowledge retention over time (4%).
Table 3: Governance challenges inhibiting capacity to manage natural resources

Governance Challenges
Setting higher level targets
Availability of resources
Research and analysis capacities

# of
% of
papers papers
41
17%
113
47%
13
5%
8

Capacity

Connectivity

Knowledge

Setting clear targets
Capacity to implement
Corporate governance
Monitoring capacity
Leadership capacity
Connectivity of stakeholders to decision-making
Alignment of vision and objectives across institutions
Collaborative policy-making frameworks
Conflict resolution mechanisms
Linkages between research and practice
Vertical/horizontal alignment
Implementation partnerships
Connection between stages of the planning process
Availability of knowledge
Use of indigenous knowledge
Knowledge retention over time
Availability/use of decision-support tools

116
106
16
25
25
156
190
144
81
21
95
32
43
73
13
10
12

48%
44%
7%
10%
10%
65%
79%
60%
34%
9%
40%
13%
18%
30%
5%
4%
5%

Table 4 shows that governance challenges have been unevenly studied, with a greater
number of studies examining governance challenges in developed countries (49%)
compared with developing countries (34%). Connectivity issues remain the most
frequently identified type of governance challenge affecting natural resource
management governance systems in developed, developing and multi-country
comparative studies. This was followed by capacity and knowledge use related
governance challenges.
Table 4: Comparison of governance challenges inhibiting capacity to manage
natural resources in developed countries, developing countries, and multi-country
comparison case studies

Connectivity

Capacity

Governance Challenges

Setting higher level targets
Availability of resources
Research and analysis capacities
Setting clear targets
Capacity to implement
Corporate governance
Monitoring capacity
Leadership capacity
Connectivity of stakeholders to decision-making
Alignment of vision and objectives across institutions
Collaborative policy-making frameworks
Conflict resolution mechanisms
Linkages between research and practice
Vertical/horizontal alignment
Implementation partnerships
Connection between stages of the planning process

% of total
case studies
in
developed
countries
12%
28%
5%
28%
26%
4%
7%
2%
33%
40%
25%
16%
8%
23%
9%
13%

% of total
case studies
in
developing
countries
8%
18%
2%
10%
14%
3%
5%
5%
26%
24%
19%
11%
3%
15%
5%
5%

% of total case
studies on
multi-country
comparisons
2%
10%
0%
5%
7%
1%
2%
2%
14%
13%
10%
8%
1%
8%
3%
4%
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Knowledgeuse

Availability of knowledge
Use of indigenous knowledge
Knowledge retention over time
Availability/use of decision-support tools

20%
2%
5%
3%

10%
1%
1%
1%

5%
2%
1%
1%

Total % of papers studied

49%

34%

18%

5.0 Discussion
5.1 Governance challenges in the research
The findings of this research reinforce that governance challenges are an ever-present,
and ubiquitous stumbling block for natural resource planners and managers. In exploring
the nuances of governance challenges described in 240 international case studies, it
became clear that strong interrelationships exist between governance challenges, and
that often it is the sum of the total of interacting and interdependent challenges, rather
than a single governance challenge affecting the overarching capacity of a natural
resource management governance system delivering to deliver social, environmental and
other desired outcomes. This is discussed further below.
5.1.1Capacity
Governance challenges related to decision-making capacity in eight broad categories
represented 35% of the governance challenges identified across 240 papers. Across the
eight categories, a lack of availability of relevant human, financial, infrastructure, and
knowledge resources was cited by 113 (47%) publications as the primary factor
inhibiting the capacity of institutions to deliver desired outcomes within natural resource
governance systems. Many papers identified a lack of multiple resources as limiting
decision-making capacity and emphasised the compounding impact of such restrictions
can have in addressing environmental issues over time. For example, in a study of weed
management in the Northern Territory of Australia, L. Head and Atchison (2015)
identified a lack of human and financial resources as a factor lowering the capacity of land
managers to simultaneously address immediate issues such as fire threat, and managing
ongoing and emerging weed infestations.
The second most common capacity-related governance challenge was the inability to set
clear targets (106 papers, 48%). Difficulty setting higher-level targets was also raised as
a governance challenge limiting the capacity of institutions to deliver their desired
outcomes in 41 papers (17%). Access to reliable and location-specific information was
identified as a challenge to developing both clear and higher level management targets in
case studies in Canada (Price et al., 2009), Sweden (Elmqvist et al., 2006), and Australia
(Bell & Park, 2006). In a study of ecosystem-based management in Great Bear Rainforest
in Canada, for example, planners were limited in their ability to set clear or long-term
ecosystem management targets by a lack of regionally specific, multidisciplinary
information, and incomplete ecosystem and focal species habitat inventories for the
region (Price et al., 2009).
An inability to implement a broad mix of strategic solutions was identified in 106 papers,
(44%). Factors limiting capacity to implement a broad mixture of strategic solutions
variously included issues such as poverty (Bushley, 2010; Riggs et al., 2018),
transboundary inconsistencies in management, regulations or political will (Daniel et al.,
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2013; McConnell William & Sweeney Sean, 2005), and land ownership (Fleischman et al.,
2010; Razzaque, 2017). A large number of the papers citing these issues recognised the
interplay between limited human, infrastructure, knowledge, and financial resources and
institutions reduced capacity to implement a broad mixture of strategic solutions.

Challenges arising as a result of low levels of leadership capacity (10%), monitoring
capacity (10%), inadequate corporate governance arrangements (7%), and research and
analysis capacities (5%) were the least frequently cited governance challenges affecting
decision-making capacity. The low representation of these governance challenges
suggests that they may not be considered a significant threat to the overarching delivery
of desired outcomes within the governance systems, but rather a threat to the efficacy of
decision-making institutions seeking such outcomes. Moreover, some issues surround
capacity, such as the capacity to monitor may be seen as problematic in a broad
governance capacity sense, but considered less significant of a challenge to governance
system functionality compared to issues surrounding availability of resources to
undertake any form of planning, or implementation to address an environmental
problem. It also indicates the above areas are poorly studied, and further examination
may be necessary to better understand their role in limiting governance system decisionmaking capacity.
5.1.2. Connectivity
Governance challenges related to stakeholder connectivity in eight broad categories
represented the majority (58%) of governance challenges identified across 240 papers.
The most commonly identified governance challenge relating to connectivity was a lack
of alignment of vision and objectives across institutions and was mentioned in 190
papers (79%). In some instances, these issues stemmed from differences in values or
perspectives between institutions. For example, differences in perceptions regarding
best management practices of elk have led to significant divisions between institutions
involved in decision-making in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem in the United States
of America (Clark & Vernon, 2017). The divisions between institutions were found to
constrain the scope of policy deliberations, strategy development, and improvements to
elk management practices (Clark & Vernon, 2017).

Low levels of connectivity of stakeholders to decision-making were identified as a
governance challenge in 156 papers (65%). Case studies in Canada (Simms et al., 2016),
Australia (Smith & Lawrence, 2018), Madagascar (McConnell William & Sweeney Sean,
2005), and Chile (Cárcamo & Gaymer, 2013) found poor stakeholder connectivity
significantly impeded the success and effectiveness of planning and implementation
activities. In a study of governance in Areka, Ethiopia in the Eastern African Highlands
German et al. (2010) found, for example, that female farmers were largely excluded from
contributing towards the formulation and enforcement of resource management by-laws
as a result of technology dissemination efforts, which largely targeted wealthy male
farmers.
Fragmented, or missing collaborative policy-making frameworks were identified as
governance challenges in 144 papers (60%). Such fragmentation was cited to be the
result of a wide variety of factors, such as the hybridisation of governance structures (T.
H. Morrison, 2007), divergent stakeholder interests (Hovik et al., 2010), and boundary
disparities (Sreeja et al., 2012). T. H. Morrison (2007) for example, reiterated the ever11

increasing array of government and non-government actors at multiple scales as a major
factor contributing to the complexity of natural resource management governance
systems in Australia, and the degree to which they included collaborative policy-making
frameworks. The findings of this research suggest that connectivity issues primarily
occur during strategy development, as weak or missing implementation partnerships
were identified as governance challenges in only 32 papers (13%). For example,
Bullimore (2014) found weak collaborative partnerships, and a lack of incentives for
relevant authorities to work collaboratively on conservation challenges in Carmarthen
Bay, Wales (UK), limits the overarching capacity to implement the European Union s
Habitats Directive on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora.
Inadequacies of vertical and/or horizontal alignment of governance structures were
described in 95 papers (40%). Case studies in South Asia, Canada, and New Zealand
indicate that alignment issues may be the result of the separation of natural resource
management issues into poorly connected policy silos (Holley, 2014), weak relationships
between key decision-making bodies (Dunn et al., 2015), and mismatches in institutional
priorities or policy mandates across scales (Fidelman et al., 2012). In a study of
coordination of activities to reduce and manage deforestation and degradation in seven
countries, Korhonen-Kurki et al. (2016) found that there was a significant vertical
disconnect between the different levels of government. The study found that the lack of
vertical integration and coordination led to delayed implementation of strategies, and an
exacerbation of existing capacity issues at the local scale (Korhonen-Kurki et al., 2016).
Issues surrounding unavailable or flawed conflict resolution mechanisms were found to
be a key governance challenges in 81 out of 240 papers (34%). Hovik et al. (2010)
identified cost as one contributing factor, limiting the availability of conflict resolution
mechanisms in Norway and Sweden to provide Indigenous, government and community
stakeholders with an opportunity to address disagreements surrounding the
management of protected areas. Poor conflict resolution mechanisms and lack of
opportunities for stakeholder discussion, Hovik et al. (2010, p. 173) argue can lead to old
hostilities re-igniting and old conflicts becoming more entrenched , which can in turn
limit or entirely prevent the delivery of desired governance system outcomes.
Poor connectivity between the stages of the planning and management process was
identified as a barrier to governance systems achieving their desired outcomes in 43
papers (18%). Integration issues were observed between various stages of the planning
and management process, such as between, implementation and monitoring (Kabote &
John, 2017), and monitoring and objective setting (Adams et al., 2017). Jenkins (2018)
for example, found that weak connections between the monitoring, and vision and
objective setting processes in Wales in the United Kingdom, currently undermines the
ability of the governance system to act adaptively and address environmental issues over
time. Interestingly, only 21 papers (9%) found weak linkages between research and
practice to be a limitation on governance systems delivering their desired outcomes.
Weak linkages between research and practice were associated in all of these papers with
limitations to governance systems capacity to develop and implement effective
strategies on the ground (B. W. Head et al., 2016; Krause, 2014; Kritsanaphan & Sajor,
2011).
5.1.3. Knowledge
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Governance challenges related to the availability and application of different types of
knowledge in four broad categories represented 8% of the governance challenges
identified across 240 papers. A lack of availability of relevant social, economic,
environmental, traditional and historical knowledge was the most commonly identified
knowledge related governance challenge and was found in 73 papers (30%). The lack of
availability was variously attributed to weak collaborative relationships between
institutions and thus limited sharing of knowledge (Temby et al., 2015), incomplete data
sets (Anderson et al., 2017; Roncoli et al., 2016; Waylen et al., 2018), and imbalanced
focus on collecting scientific rather than social or economic data (B. W. Head et al., 2016).
Difficulties incorporating indigenous knowledge were identified as a governance
challenge in only 13 papers (5%). In a 2010 study of traditional knowledge use in water
management in Timor Leste, Indigenous knowledge was found to be particularly
challenging to integrate into decision-making due to cultural rules around the access and
use of such knowledge, and the need to investigate how traditional local knowledge
corresponds to scientific understandings of water systems (Palmer, 2010). Clarke et al.
(2013, p. 90) suggests that Indigenous and Western knowledge systems can be
challenging to integrate because, unlike western knowledge systems, the distribution of
indigenous knowledge is often restricted by complex cultural rules and customs
regarding different members of society, and their responsibilities in relation to different
types of knowledge.
The availability and use of decision-support tools were described as a limiting factor in
natural resource management governance in 12 papers (5%). The predominant types of
decision-support tools identified included knowledge databases (Klenk et al., 2013;
Timberlake & Schultz, 2017), technologies to support novel ways of communicating
ecological issues to stakeholder groups (von Heland et al., 2014), and Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) and other forms of modelling (Elmqvist et al., 2006; Krause,
2014). In reference to Australian natural resource management organisations, Lockwood
et al. (2010) argues that inadequate availability or application of technologies to integrate
scientific knowledge into planning and management practices can have significant
implications for the number of management actions considered and implemented,
increase transaction costs, and reduce the overarching adaptive capacity of the
governance system. Only 10 papers (4%) raised retaining knowledge over time as a
governance challenge. This suggests that overall knowledge retention is not a significant
inhibitor of governance systems capacity to deliver desired outcomes internationally. For
example, in a study examining the governance arrangements surrounding the
management of land in US national forests, Timberlake and Schultz (2017), found that
knowledge retention over time can be limited by the ineffective structural organisation
of formal and informal institutions.
6.0 Conclusions
Well-functioning and effective governance systems are increasingly being recognised by
theorists and practitioners as critical to the long-term protection and management of
natural resources. Consequently, research in the last 15 years has paid particular
attention to the constituent elements of good , effective, and functional governance
systems. Despite these factors, natural resources internationally continue to degrade, and
governance systems struggle to address such degradation and broadly maintain or
improve the status of interconnected ecological, social, and cultural systems. This study
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examined 240 peer-reviewed studies that specifically discussed governance challenges
arising in the management of natural resources. The study explored governance
challenges broadly as well as the spatial and temporal distribution of studies of
governance in natural resource management systems.
This research reveals an increasing emphasis on governance challenges in the literature
over a 15-year period, and clear spatial disparities between the number of studies
examining natural resource management governance challenges in developed and
developing nations. Case studies of governance systems developing nations were more
likely to be limited in their decision-making capacity, and lack adequate human and
financial resources to support implementation activities, as well as limited leadership on
key resource issues, and conflict resolution mechanisms. Alternately, studies of natural
resource management governance systems in developed nations were more likely to
identify issues surrounding the clarity of policies and the alignment of visions and
objectives of stakeholder institutions. This may suggest that governance systems mature
at different rates and in different stages, and the elements of a functioning governance
system emerge and evolve over time based on the system's maturity. The findings
indicate that building capacity, and identifying and accessing different forms of capital
are critical in the early stages of governance system development and functionality,
which can then be followed by more nuanced stages in which knowledge systems and
connectivity between individual institutions can occur and develop, allowing the
development of more spatially and temporally strategic and aligned management
approaches.
This paper reveals that the capacity of natural resource management governance systems
to deliver their desired outcomes internationally is most inhibited by factors that limit
connectivity between stakeholders and decision-making, and alignment of vision and
objectives across institutions. While natural resource managers face a plethora of
governance challenges, it is clear that relationships between stakeholders remain a
critical challenge to the broader functionality of governance systems. Most critically, the
studies examined in this research emphasise that the strength of these relationships
influences institutions capacity to collaborate in the formulation of strategies, access and
utilise resources, and align strategic decisions between institutions with varied mandates
and capacities. None of the papers in this study suggested that governance challenges
were unable to be overcome or would absolutely prevent progress towards desired
outcomes in the long-term. Indeed, many of the papers identified a range of success
stories in delivering outcomes despite the inhibiting influence of different governance
challenges in their specific case studies. Governance systems internationally will
continue to face a variety of challenges that influence their capacity to make decisions,
however, a greater understanding of these challenges will enable significant
opportunities for strategic governance reform, and subsequent improvements in the
outcomes being delivered on the ground.
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